Design

The Division of Design educates and trains designers to create and develop concepts that optimize the function, value, and appearance of communications, products, and systems for the benefit of both industry and society.

We offer a Bachelor of Design (BDes) degree in the following majors: Industrial Design, Interaction Design, and Visual Communication Design. At the graduate level, a Masters of Design (MDes) degree is available.

Student Work

- Design Show 2016
- Design Show 2016 in Jacob Lawrence Gallery
- Industrial Design student work
- Industrial Design student work
Christian Curry + Cadence Hendrickson, Zephyr search and rescue app + vest

ROAM by Julia Manchek

Julia Manchek, ROAM, a digital publication about travel
Infographic by Khaito Gengo

Khaito Gengo, Infographic: Too Good to Waste

The School

- About
- People
- Advising